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   LIFEPAC Test | Pull-out
STUDY SKILLS

Geography is the study of the earth. The study includes mountains, rivers, and fields. Weather, location, and plants are also part of geography. In this LIFEPAC, you will study the geography of the United States. You will learn about the mountains and rivers that are part of the country. You will study the types of weather in different regions. You will also discover the plants and animals that can be found in the United States.

Along with geography, you will be studying the people who live in the United States. You will learn about what they do for work and fun. You will discover their history.

This unit provides you with the tools for studying the United States. One of these tools is vocabulary. You will learn words that are used in studying people and places. The ability to read maps is an important skill. In the first section, you will review and learn more about how to use maps. Resources will be the theme of the second section. The final section will focus on communities. You will study how people live and work together.
Objectives

Read these unit objectives. The objectives tell you what you should be able to do when you have successfully completed this LIFEPAC. When you have finished this LIFEPAC, you should be able to:

1. Recognize and identify the parts of a map.
2. Show how to use information from a map.
3. Know that regions have both natural and human resources.
4. Describe the differences between renewable and nonrenewable resources.
5. Understand trade.
6. Learn what makes a community.
7. Know what is needed for a good working community.
Objectives

Review these objectives. When you have completed this section, you should be able to:

1. Recognize and identify the parts of a map.
2. Show how to use information from a map.

Vocabulary

Study these new words. Learning the meanings of these words is a good study habit and will improve your understanding of this section.

cartographer (kär-ˈtŏgˈrə-fər). A person who makes maps.
cartography (kär-tŏgˈrə-fē). The making and designing of maps.
compass rose (kŭmˈpəs rŏz). A circle used on a map to tell directions.
distorted (dĭ-stôrtˈəd). Misshapen or not shown correctly.
latitude (lătˈĭ-tood’, -tĭ-yoo’d’). The distance north and south of the equator.
legend (lĕjˈənd). A table explaining the symbols appearing on a map.
longitude (lŏnˈjĭ-tood’, -tyoo’d’, lôn’-). East or west distances measured on a map.
scale (skāl). A line showing measurement marks.
symbols (sĭmˈbəls). Something which represents or stands for something else.

Note: All vocabulary words in this LIFEPAC appear in boldface print the first time they are used. If you are unsure of the meaning when you are reading, study the definitions given.
Pronunciation Key: hat, äge, cãre, fär; let, ēqual, tērm; it, ēce; hot, ōpen, ōrdér, oïl, ou; cup, pút, rûle; child; long, thin; /TH/ for then; /zh/ for measure; /u/ or /a/ represents /a/ in about, /e/ in token, /i/ in pencil, /o/ in lemon, and /u/ in circuś

Ask your teacher to say these words with you.

Teacher check:

Initials _____________________ Date ____________________
Using Maps

Maps are helpful tools in discovering the world around us. A map provides information about a location.

Maps have **legends**, generally located in a bottom corner. A map legend is important in understanding the **symbols** used on a map. For example, a star might be used to indicate a state capital. The color blue may be used for lakes and rivers. Thick lines might show the boundaries of countries.

A map also contains a symbol indicating the directions north, south, east, and west on a map. This symbol is called a **compass rose**. Directions are important in knowing how to travel between places.

Maps also contain a **scale**. The scale helps a person determine the distance between two locations. For example, one inch may equal 50 miles.
Answer the questions based on the map legend.

1.1 What does —— mean on this legend? __________________________

1.2 What does the • symbol mean? __________________________

1.3 Which direction is at the top of the compass rose? __________________________

1.4 What does —— the stand for? __________________________
Longitude and Latitude

Look at the map on page 10 of the lower 48 states of the United States. These states are part of the North American continent and do not include Alaska and Hawaii. You will see the United States is in white. The nation of Mexico is in green and Canada is in purple. Sometimes maps use colors to help you identify different places.

Our world is round and maps are flat. Because they are flat, a large map like the United States can be distorted. This means that sometimes it’s difficult to tell the directions of a location. In looking at a U.S. map, you might think that South Carolina is directly south of Pennsylvania. Actually most of South Carolina is west of Pennsylvania. A flat map cannot show how the earth curves.

**Longitude** and **latitude** lines are used on a map to show how the earth curves. These markings are like imaginary lines drawn on the earth. Lines of longitude circle the globe from north to south. Longitude lines meet at the North and South Poles. They determine how far apart locations are from east to west. Latitude lines circle the globe from east to west. Latitude lines determine the north and south directions of a location. The most famous latitude line is the equator.
Look at the thin blue lines marked 120, 110, and 100 on the map on this page. These are lines of longitude. They help you tell what locations are east or west of others. If you follow the longitude line 80, you can see that South Carolina is west of Pennsylvania.

Look at the thin blue lines marked 50, 40, and 30. These are lines of latitude. If you follow the line, you can tell what cities or states are north or south of others. By following the latitude line of 35, you can tell that the city of Little Rock, Arkansas, is farther south than Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Answer the following questions based on the map of the lower 48 United States.

1.5 What country borders the United States to the north? _____________

1.6 What ocean is located east of the United States? ________________ west? ________________

1.7 What is the symbol for a state capital? ________________
national capital? ___________________

1.8 Name the four states bordering Mexico. ________________________

1.9 Which is the most northern of the 48 states? Use the latitude line
north of the United States to determine this answer. __________________

1.10 Put the following state capitals in the correct order from north to south: Lansing, Michigan; Phoenix, Arizona; Richmond, Virginia; Bismark, North Dakota. ________________________________

1.11 What river runs from Minnesota to the Gulf of Mexico? __________________

1.12 What is the distance from east to west across Montana? __________________

1.13 What is the distance from north to south across Colorado? ________________
The art of creating maps is cartography. People who research and draw maps are called cartographers. Cartographers have been making maps for thousands of years. It can be interesting to compare maps from long ago to today’s maps and see how the world has changed.

Maps can provide many types of information. Some maps are street maps which show the location of places in a city. Other maps show the geography of an area. Maps can also be used to show the natural resources found in an area. A large mall may have a map which shows where stores are located.

In this LIFEPAC, you will look at maps from different areas in the United States. These maps will help you understand the locations and geography of these areas.
Map project.

1.14 Draw a map of your neighborhood. Identify at least six streets. Identify three buildings, including the one where you live. Make sure to include a legend in your drawing.

Teacher check:
Initials _____________________  Date ____________________

For this Self Test, study what you have read and done. The Self Test will check what you remember.
SELF TEST 1

Each answer = 1 point

Match the following to the correct answer.

1.01 legend     ●     a. person who makes maps
1.02 compass rose ●     b. the most well-known latitude line
1.03 cartographer ●     c. shows the directions north, south, east, and west on a map
1.04 equator     ●     d. these lines meet at the north and south poles
1.05 longitude     ●     e. includes the symbols used on a map

Answer the questions based on the map on the following page.

1.06 What is the county seat of DeSoto County, Florida?
____________________________________________________________

1.07 How many airports are shown on the map? ______________________

1.08 Name one of the five counties that Lake Okeechobee is located in.
____________________________________________________________

1.09 Which road travels across Broward and Collier counties?
____________________________________________________________

1.010 What is the distance between Sarasota and Fort Pierce?
____________________________________________________________

1.011 What direction would you travel to go from Palm Beach county to Miami Dade county? ________________
Answer true or false.

1.012 ___________ Flat maps use lines of longitude and latitude to help show how the earth curves.

1.013 ___________ Maps can be used to show the natural resources in an area.

1.014 ___________ Maps have remained the same throughout history.

1.015 ___________ A map legend explains the symbols used on a map.